We exhibit two consistent, integer-valued charges (finitely additive measures) which do not have a common, integer-valued extension. More generally, after introducing the notion of an infinitary Chinese remainder property for Abelian groups, we show that if a group has the common extension property, then the group must have the infinite Chinese remainder property. The class of groups with the common extension property is characterised as coincident with the class of cotorsion groups.
Introduction
We are concerned with finitely additive measures ("charges") taking values in a group G. All groups will be assumed Abelian, and we shall employ the usual additive notation for these groups, writing, for example, nx-y for xny~ and indicating the neutral element of G with 0. Let X be a nonempty set, and let sf be a field of subsets of X. A function p: sf -> G is a ( G-valued) charge if p(0) = 0 and p(Ax U A2) = p(Ax) + p(A2) whenever Ax and A2 are disjoint sets in sf . Now suppose that sf and 3 § are fields of subsets of X and that p: sf -> G and v : â § -> G are (7-valued charges. We say that p and v are consistent if p(C) = v(C) whenever Cej/flJ1.
For a given G, we are interested in whether any two consistent charges p and v have a common extension, i.e. whether there is a charge p such that p(A) -p(A) if A £ sf and p(B) = v (B) if B £ f%. The charge p is to be defined on sf V 3 §, the field generated by sf u J? .
Say that a group G has the common extension property if every pair of consistent G-valued charges has a common extension. It is known that the group R of real numbers has the extension property. In [1] , it was shown that every algebraically compact group has this property. In [2] , the authors exhibited an example (inspired by G. Bergman) of a group G without the extension property. It will follow from results in this paper that the group Z of integers does not have the common extension property. In §3, we shall obtain a complete characterisation of groups with the common extension property.
The problem of extending a single charge to a larger field of sets has already been solved by Carlson and Prikry [3] . They proved the following result. Let 0s (X) be the power set field of X.
Lemma. Let p: sf -> G be a G-valued charge on (X, sf). There is a charge p: ^(X) -> G such that p(A) = p(A) for each A£sf Tacit use will be made of this lemma at several points in the sequel. Let a and b be elements of an Abelian group G and let « be a positive integer. Write a = b (mod n) if n divides a -b, i.e. there is some c £ G such that a-b = nc.
Chinese Remainder Theorem 0.2. Let G be an Abelian group and suppose that ax,a2, ... ,am are elements of G. Let nx,n2, ... ,nm be pairwise relatively prime, positive integers. Then there is some x £ G such that x = at (mod «;) for each i = 1, 2, ... , m .
Indication. The result is well known for G = Z, and the usual proof, e.g. the one in [5] , carries over to arbitrary Abelian groups.
We say that a group G has the Chinese remainder property if, whenever nx,n2,n3, ... is a sequence of pairwise relatively prime, positive integers, and ax,a2,a3, ... are elements of G, then there is some x £ G such that x = a¡ (mod n¡) for each i -1, 2, 3, ... An Abelian group G is said to be algebraically compact if it is a direct summand in some compact (Hausdorff) topological group. Purely algebraic formulations of this concept are available. See Fuchs [4, §38] for details.
We record a few observations about these ideas. Recall that a group G is divisible if for each a £ G and n g Z, there is some b £ G with a = nb . 0.3. Every divisible group is algebraically compact. [4, §38] . In particular, the groups Q and R are algebraically compact, along with every vector space with scalars in these groups. 0.6. Every algebraically compact group has the Chinese remainder property. This can be established directly using the techniques in §38 in [4] , but it will follow as a consequence of Theorem 2.1 infra. We close the preliminaries with a few remarks concerning (/-valued integration. Given a field sf of subsets of X, let S(X, sf) be the set of all functions /: X -> Z such that range (/) is finite and such that /"'(«) G sf for each n £ Z. We see that S(X, sf ) becomes a ring under pointwise addition and multiplication of functions.
Let p: sf -> G be a (7-valued charge. Given A £ sf , let IA be its indicator function. Then the mapping IA -► p(A) extends uniquely to a group homomorphism from S(X, sf) to G. The value of this homomorphism at / G S(X, sf) we denote by / fdp , the integral of / with respect to p . If A £ sf , then, as usual, take j fdp = jf-IAdp
INDEPENDENT FIELDS
Let sf and 38 be fields of subsets, of a set X. Then sf and 38 are said to be independent if A n B ^ 0 whenever A £ sf and B £ 38 are nonempty sets. Note that if sf and ^ are independent, then sf C\38 -{0, A"} . Given a sequence ^ , fê2, 8^, ... of fields of subsets of X, we call the sequence (Wk) jointly independent if for any finite subset of positive integers kx,k2, k3, ... , kn and any nonvoid sets CX,C2,C3, ... , Cn in &k , %k , ^ , ... , ffe respectively, we have C, n C2 n ■ • • n Cn ¿ 0. We are now ready for our main result for independent fields. It will play an important role in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to come. Proof. Define X = {0, 1, 2, ...} and let sf [resp. 38 ] be the field of all subsets of X that are unions of the sets {0} ,{1,2},... , {2m -1,2m}, ... [resp. the sets {0, 1}, {1, 2}, ... , {2m, 2m+ 1}, ... ]. Notice that sf C\38 is the trivial field {0, X}, so that C7-valued charges p: sf -> G and v: 38 -► G are consistent if and only if p(X) = v(X). We define v = 0, the identically zero charge on 38 .
Suppose now that ax, a2, ... are elements of G and that nx,n2, ... is a sequence of pairwise relatively prime, positive integers. Since congruences of the form x = a (mod 1) are trivial, we may assume that nk>2 for each k .
The basic idea of the proof is this: We construct p and v and functions f, gk,lk, and hk such that for each k , f-gk = k-lk+hk and such that for any common extension p of p and v , we have / gn dp = ak and / hn dp -0.
Then
I fdp-j gndp = nkj lndp + j hndp, j fdp-ak = nkjlnkdp.
Thus the element x = / fdp in G will be a solution of the sequence of congruences x = ak (mod nk).
For k > 1 and 0 < z < fc -1, define the sets yí,-={meI:ii)E! (mod k)}.
Then the sets A0 , Ax , ... , ^fc-1 form a partition of X into k nonempty sets. Let Wk be the field on X generated by this partition.
Claim. The sequence of fields Wn ,'ë'n , ... is jointly independent.
Proof of Claim. For each k and every set of integers ix, i2, ... , ik with 0 < i,: < n,. We now define the functions f, gk,lk, and hk on X for fc = 2, 3, ... It is clear that for each k, gk £ S(X ,sf) and hk £ S(X ,38). Although somewhat tedious, simple case-checking proves the identity (*) f~gk = klk + hk (k>2).
Put Bk = {2m ,2m-l:m£Aki} for 0 < i < ni-1. Then F~x(Bk) = Ak .
Note that gk is constant on the the sets B0 , Bx , ... , Bkx and that (**) S* = ° on Bi Sk = ~x-on B2 .
We calculate for the case nk^2: If nk = 2, the same result obtains. Integration of (*) against p yields j fdp-j gndp = nkj lndp + j hndp.
We have /hn dp = /hn dv = 0, so that for each k = 1,2, ...
Jfdp-ak = nkjlndp-
Thus we see that the element x = / fdp in G is a solution of the congruences x = ak (mod nk) for k = 1,2,... Indication. See §54 of [4] , especially Proposition 54.1. The cotorsion property is thus somewhat weaker than algebraic compactness. In fact, it provides a characterisation of groups with the common extension property. Vß(f) = j fdp, vv(f) = jfdv. Now S(X ,sf), S(X ,38), and S(X ,sfn38) are free Abelian groups [2, Theorem 1.5] . Moreover, we can find bases B^ for S(X,sf) and B^ for S(X,38) such that B^nB^ is a basis for S(X, sf n38). (See [2] .) We shall obtain yT: S(X, sf)^K and TjT: S(X, 38) -> K such that yFß and ~W~V are consistent (i.e. they agree on S(X, sf r¡38)).
For / G B^r\B^ , define Wß(f) = V~v(f) to be any element of çT1 (y/ß(f)) = 0~'(^(/)) ■ For f £ B^-Bg,, define Wß(f) to be any element of 4>~X(wß(f)) ■ For / G B¿g -B^ , define ~W~v(f) t0 be any element of <p~ (y/v(f)). Then IjT and yT extend uniquely as homomorphisms on S(X,sf) and S(X, 38) agreeing on S(X, sf) n S(X, 38) = S(X, sf n 38). Then the set functions p:sf -> K and V: 38 -► K defined by p(A) = T~ß(IA) and V(B) = W¿(IB) are consistent AT-valued charges. Since K is algebraically compact, it has the common extension property (0.5). Let p be a common extension of p and F. Then p = cpo~p is a common extension for p and u .
